INTRODUCING majorplus

TWO PROGRAMS. FOUR YEARS. ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES.

Major Plus is Worcester State’s new academic framework that balances liberal arts, sciences, and professional education, doubling your skill set and upping the game when it comes to your career opportunities.
At Worcester State, leadership and challenge are built into academics and campus life. We work hard and see results. **Pursue two areas of study**, either a major and a minor or a double major, and get the advising you need at every step of the process. Be a leader on campus and beyond the classroom. **It’s your Major . . . Plus!**

**INTERDISCIPLINARY BY DESIGN**

Worcester State has **more than 50 majors, minors, concentrations, and degree options** featuring both STEM and liberal arts coursework for you to **find the perfect fit**.

**PASSION & PROFESSIONAL CLOUT**

Explore a purely academic interest or passion and prepare for a successful career or graduate study by **combining degrees and programs**. Major Plus makes sure you can always **draw from a broad range of academic disciplines, knowledge, and experiences**.

**FOUR FULFILLING YEARS**

Whether your Major Plus is in Criminal Justice and Urban Studies or Biology and Spanish, you’ll pursue a **plan crafted just for you** and develop a unique internship or experiential learning opportunity that will **build your resume and put your studies into practice**—all with the support of a dedicated academic advisor.

**WE CAN’T WAIT TO HELP YOU LEARN MORE!**

Schedule a visit to connect with us virtually or in-person at [worcester.edu/visit](http://worcester.edu/visit), or contact your admissions counselor at **508-929-8040** or **admissions@worcester.edu**.